


scenes from the near future
    all the time jangling instrumentals 
             like rip van winkle 
        with korean cartoons
            fed at ultra fast bursts 
     with crowds crossing 
          zebra crossings 
   and elevators going up chocolate biscuits 
             in meta space subatomic ballets . . . 

gates wide narrow within. 

gold forged in supanova in my blood . . . 
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  this body of skins is from a long process . . .  
        i've cannibalized past work to make this present.

born from external prolific studio exhibition practice nationally aotearoa / new zealand  
        and internal body / mind meditation work

    it's also been a journey that's seen me travel the world 
  with residencies and pilgrimages and study.



rainbow serpent is a creation myth 
      of aboriginal origins.
    i use the term broadly 
 as an evocation of global energy shifts.



this work was first shown at the otago school of art gallery during may 2012.

i fasted for the duration of the show and occupied the gallery in a lounge installation
                 to be present for students.





  there was also a 
community performance-music-poetry-film night 
     from local dunedin artists.



the mural is a multilayered banner series of  
  ripped up assemblage paintings 
 with text 
   collage 
  sewing 
    and gluing 
   ripping mending techniques.

internal narrative and statements
       embedded
   over the five years of making. 

like internal process thinking in media.



i layered them in a sequence 
      like a vertical 
        broken 
       fractal 
         landscape 
 of an identity search . . . 

overlaying banners in strata 
       to build depth. 
  hanging out from the walls 
    on long nails.



the work can be seen as an 
       analogue 
      feral 
   psychedelic 
  mongrel 
    accumulation of information

  that is essentially 

  a primitive response 

      from the end of the world

    to the information digital age.



 what ancestors 
    would conceive of as 
  the spirit world 
   in a prayer flag manner. 



approaching modernity's matrix of mind 
    and conceptualisations 
  of origin 
 and source of life



and meaning here 
  of why we exist and where it is going.



in a made approximation 
 of joyous free form art 
     and nature 
  incorporating in artistic licence 
 all my subjects of interest
simultaneously.

or washing psychologically 
  hanging 'out the was' 
 returning to the dreamtime 
     of the eternal moment.



the sequencing could be seen 
      as a genetic storyboard -
  strands of genome-memory. 

 a flash simultaneously 
   of everything you've ever been . . .
like the purported 
    life flashing before your eyes 
    at the point of death. 

moving as one . . . 
   revelation . . . 
     collective unconscious. 

the personal amplified into the global.



 over the years 
  my work has often dealt with

the apocalyptic
      / 
      revelationary. 

the mural hovers around 
 interpretive suggested stories 
   and meaning. 



 ultimately for me
 
an adaptive-transformational 
    positive life force energy 

about evolution 
  and the diverse perceptions of 

   our place on the earth 
       in ourselves 
    and the universe.



rainbow is light through water - 
      energy and information. 



  serpent is life adaptiveness - 
     transformation and knowledge.



through art and self-knowledge 
  processes of bumpy personal healing 

 and the social equivalent 
in a collective symbol 

i hope this work i offer 
   speaks as a totem 
     and interesting genuine work 

of the pacific-rim 

 from an artist committed 
     to life 
   and transformation 
     for good.





   knowledge . . . of self.
 
 shedding skins . . . 

     the scenes 
       the mind 
        the construct. 

spirit dances with magic joy devotion and gratitude for all and everything . . . 

            ALL IS GOOD



 
    musicians, the ladder is part of the pit

       chris reid, for film

   tristan dingemans (kahu), performance

 scott flanergan, workshopping

  and:
    peter gutteridge, sonny chin, mark levine, victoria bell

THANK YOU
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